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Rear Admiral ® Ricardo Pulido Osuna, is recognized in Colombia, as the leader who was 

responsible for the recovery of the former facilities of  Ex-Conastil shipyard, located in the 

Industrial Zone of Mamonal in Cartagena-Colombia, knew today as COTECMAR shipyard. This work 

was supported at that moment, by the Commander of the National Navy, Mr. Admiral Edgar 

Romero Vásquez and by Mr. Admiral Sergio García Torres. 

The closure of CONASTIL in 1994, represented the disappearance of the largest shipyard in the 

country, which had been falling for several years. 

Since his admission to the National Navy in 1966, Mr. Admiral® Pulido, was oriented to the 

development of the country's seas and rivers and the units that navigate on it. In this way he was 

trained as a Naval Engineer at the Almirante Padilla Naval School and later obtained the title of 

"Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering" from the "Naval Postgraduate School" (NPS) of the 

Navy of the United States of America, in Monterey - California., later, he was named at the Naval 

School of Cadets as instructor of Cadets and Officers and Dean of the School of Naval Engineering. 

Due to his skill, dedication and passion for his work, he held important positions during his career 

at the Navy, such as Director of Shipyards and Naval Engineering Projects. 

The 90s were crucial for the gestation of what would be the renaissance of the Naval, Maritime 

and Riverine Industry of the Country. At this time he is appointed as Head of M6 Department at 

Navy Command in Bogotá, in charge of the development plans and programs for National Navy, 

structuring the seed of what is now COTECMAR (National Navy Shipyards ). 

In 1993, he was appointed as a Chief of the Inspector Commission for the National Navy in Mobile 

- Alabama, overseeing the construction of two sea patrol boats and nine river patrol boats in the 

shipyard Bender Shipbuilding & Repair Co., this was a valuable experience for the ideas that were  

brewing. 

In 1996 he was appointed as Director of the Technical Department at the Naval Base ARC 

"BOLIVAR", in Cartagena, in charge of the assembly of the diesel engine workshop, a project that 

was highly successful, taking him to the next position in 1997, as Commander of the Naval Base 

ARC "BOLIVAR" in Cartagena and Manager of the reconstruction project of the old shipyard 

CONASTIL in Mamonal. 

In 1999, he was appointed as Chief of Shipyards of the National Navy and in charge of the 

organization and start-up of the new shipyard in Mamonal. This effort that was totally successful, 

resulting in the year 2000 the creation of COTECMAR, as a leading company in the Naval, Maritime 

and Riverine Industry of Colombia, being named as its first President. 

During the years that he led this industry, small vessels were designed and built for the National 

Navy, and vessels for other companies. The frigates, the submarines and the logistic ships were 
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repaired in the recovered facilities of the shipyard in Mamonal, for the first time in the country an 

autonomous way. 

In the year 1989 he graduated as Officer of the Military Staff at the Superior School of War, in the 

year 1999, he graduated in High Military Studies. That same year he specialized in High 

Management of the University of Andes and on Public Administration at the Higher School of 

Public Administration (ESAP) in Bogotá. In 2001 he made the specialization for “Presidents of 

Companies" at the University of Andes. 

From his retirement from the National Navy, in the year 2003, he has been worked as a consultant 

for naval and maritime industry projects, conserving his enthusiasm, commitment and dedication 

for the Naval, Maritime and Riverine Industries. 

In the year 2007, he decided to partner a Colombo-German businessman Guillermo Rubio Vollert, 

and both created the company POLMARINE SAS, with the purpose of supporting the development 

of  naval, maritime, riverine industries, and port industry in the country, through the gestation of 

projects and the corresponding commercial, technical and administrative steps necessaries for this 

purpose. 

In 2013, Captain Luis Salcedo Delaytz joint the company as a partner. He was for several years the 

Commercial Director at COTECMAR, with extensive national and international experience, being 

representative of COTECMAR in Germany, Director of Mamonal Shipyard, among other 

representative positions in the industry. 

As General Manager of Polmarine SAS, in the year 2018, he invited to be part of the team of 

Polmarine to Ms. María Angélica Camelo Daza, who was her Chief of Planning and Information 

Systems, in the Consolidation of COTECMAR taking in consideration her extensive administrative 

experience in the Naval, Maritime and Riverine Industry. 


